The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board has announced the launch of the Texas Success Initiative Assessment 2 (TSIA2) beginning January 11, 2021. The new TSIA2 will replace the current TSI Assessment. If your TSI Assessment meets the readiness benchmark for your college, your scores will be valid for 5 years. Testing/scheduling/exemptions/waivers information can be found at testing.tamucc.edu.

- The TSIA2 will consist of 2 parts (Reading/Writing are now combined) and Mathematics.
- The TSIA2 will have different scoring from the TSI Assessment.
- The diagnostic level for the TSIA2 will only have one level and will be released at the end of the test.
- Price of the new assessment will be $15 a section in any delivery format (on-campus or on-line). The vouchers for students to take with Examity or on another campus will continue to be $10. Students will still pay a proctoring fee to Examity or the other campus.